Abstract Amines, ammonia or 3-methoxypropylamine (MPA), are used to maintain the optimized pH for the prevention of corrosion in the secondary side of Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). They are differently dissociated as a function of temperature which is not same in each location of the water-steam cycle. pH at the operation temperature depends on temperature of fluid and equilibrium constants of water and amines. Thus, every amine provides the different pH in the entire secondary side so that pH is not only the sufficient parameter in corrosion control. The secondary parameter, i.e., buffer intensity, is the ability to maintain a stable pH when H + are added or removed due to the ingress of impurities or the reaction of corrosion. The buffer intensity is necessary to provide the selection criteria for the best pH control agent for secondary side and the basic understanding of the reason why the flow-accelerated corrosion(FAC) rate may demonstrate the bell-shape curve over temperature. The buffer intensities of ammonia and MPA were reviewed over the entire operation temperature of PWRs. The sufficient buffer intensity is provided for the inhibition of corrosion by ammonia in low temperature (25～100℃) and by DMA in high temperature (150～250℃). In terms of buffer intensity, i) the best pH control agent is an amine with pKa(T) range of pH(T)-1 ≤ pKa(T) ≤ pH(T) + 0.5 and ii) the amine solution should have sufficient buffer intensity, β to inhibit corrosion, and iii) FAC rate may be maximum at the temperature, where βB/β ratio is lowest. 
Introduction
The variety of amines are added into the water-steam cycle in the secondary side of PWRs (Pressurized Water Reactors) which plays an important role in generating the electricity in order to prevent the metallic materials from being dissolved [1] . Water and amine are recycled via the conversion between liquid and gas phases in the temperature range of 50 to 300℃ in a few minutes. The aqueous solution of amine is evaporated in boiler or steam generator and most of steam is liquidized in the condenser, while the part of steam is fed back to increase the solution temperature. The fluid temperature is not the same at each location of water-steam cycle so that the metallic materials are differently degraded.
Corrosion has been interpreted in terms of the solubility of metal oxides, which in turn depends on pH of amine solutions [2, 3] . Even if other chemical properties such as adsorption and complexation are not involved, the corrosion reaction can be initiated in the metal-oxide interface. Under this localized circumstances, OH -may be partially consumed and slowly made up so that the dissolution of oxides proceeds continuously. The mass transport through the fluid boundary layer is known to be the rate-determining step [2, 4, 5] . But the metal may stop from being released from the solid phase if pH can be hardly changed. That is, the resisting power to change the pH, i.e., buffer intensity, is an important factor to control corrosion, in addition to pH.
The objectives of the study were to review the buffer intensity of ammonia and MPA solutions at each location in the water-steam cycle and to provide the selection criteria for the best pH control agent, and the reason why the FAC rate may demonstrate the bell-shape curve over temperature. 
Buffer

Best Amine in terms of β B/βor β H2O/ βratios
The buffer intensity of amine solution can be composed of two parts: portion of amine and water alone.
As shown in Figure 2 , the solutions of ammonia and 3-MPA with pH(25℃)=9.00 have the different values from 25 to 300℃ for β, βB, and βH2O (except for βH2O at 25℃). For ammonia solution, the region of temperature over which β and βH2O diminish abruptly is 100 ～ 300℃
and that which βB decreases is 150℃. For 3-MPA solution, the region of temperature over which β diminishes is >250℃ and that which βH2O reduces is >10
0℃. But βB for 3-MPA rises at 100 ～ 250℃. β for both amine solutions decreases at >100℃ mainly due to βH2O
and βH2O > βB. βB/β ratio is maximal at ～180℃ for ammonia solution and is rising >100℃ for 3-MPA solution.
The number of OH -in the ammonia solution decreases with increasing temperature and the contribution of OH -concentration to the solution buffer intensity is minimal at ～180℃. In the localized area of this temperature in the oxide-water interface, OH -may be consumed to form M(OH)n +(n-1) in corrosion reaction so that the solution pH diminishes. pH in the interface boundary may continue to fall down if OH -cannot be timely fed through the mass transfer of OH -or the production of OH -from amine. The resistance of amine solution to change pH may be reduced at ～180℃ where corrosion occurs. In conclusion, amine solution should have the minimum buffer intensity to achieve the corrosion inhibition, while the resisting power to pH change in the metal-water interface may be lowest at the highest ratio of βB to β (minimum βH2O/β ratio) over the temperature of 100 ～ 250℃.
[ Fig. 2 ] Buffer Intensity of ammonia and 3-MPA as a function of temperature at pH=9: β, β B, β H2O, β B / β.
Effect of Amine Nature and Temperature on FAC Rate in terms of Buffer Intensity
The flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC) rate of carbon and low alloy steels has been investigated in terms of the nature of amine, the at-temperature pH and temperature under the one-phase flow conditions [7, 8, 9, 10] . The loop and rotating disc tests were concluded that
The FAC rate decreases as at-temperature pH increases.
The FAC rate varies with temperature. The effect of temperature on the FAC rate is demonstrated by the bell-shaped curve. The temperatures of maximum FAC rate were ～150℃ and ～180℃, and ～225℃
obtained by the loop and rotating disc tests.
Summary and Conclusions
Ammonia and MPA are reviewed in terms of buffer intensity to provide the selection criteria for the best pH 
